BUSES 1-2

PITTSBURGH, PA
Hastings Middle School
Travel Itinerary
November 3-4, 2016
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD
6:15 AM

Departure from Hastings Middle School

6:15 – 10:00 AM

Drive to Pittsburgh, PA

10:00 – 11:45 AM

Carnegie Science Center
Bus 1-2 – brown bag lunch @ 11:15 AM
Bus 1-2 will meet @ gift shop @ 11:45 AM for walk over to Gateway Clipper (Heinz Field – North Shore)
Carnegie Science Center is dedicated to inspiring learning and curiosity by connecting science and
technology with everyday life. Four floors of hands-on exhibits are designed to teach specific concepts
that relate to your school’s curriculum, offering open-ended experiences that allow students to discover the
science hidden behind the fun.

12:15 – 1:15 PM

Gateway Clipper boat cruise (boards @ 12:00 PM)

1:30 – 2:45 PM

Sportsworks
Few subjects excite students more than the wide world of sports and that world provides infinite
connections to physics, technology and biology. That excitement has been transformed into the world’s
largest science-of-sport exhibition. At 35,000 square feet, SportsWorks offers over 40 exhibits and more than
60 interactive experiences designed to challenge your mind and body.

3:15 – 5:15 PM

Cathedral of Learning (Nationality Class Rooms) – tour confirmed @ 3:30 PM
The Cathedral of Learning is the second tallest education building in the world. It is also the
geographic and traditional heart of the University of Pittsburgh campus. The Nationality Rooms are
expressions of timeless human values. Inspiration flows from such varied sources as Athens in the time of
Pericles, a palace hall in Beijing's Forbidden City, an ancient monastic Indian university, flowers that
grow in Czech and Slovak valleys, a 6th century oratory from Ireland's Golden Age, an Asante temple
courtyard in Ghana, London's House of Commons and the intimate hearth-centered life of America's
early New Englanders.

5:45 – 7:00 PM

Dinner at the Spaghetti Warehouse

7:30 – 8:30 PM

Duquesne Incline

TIME PERMITTING

Point State Park
Point State Park, located at the confluence of three rivers, is at the tip of Pittsburgh’s “Golden Triangle.” The
park commemorates and preserves the strategic and historic heritage of the area during the French and
Indian War (1754-1763).

9:00 PM

Hotel check-in (Sheraton Pittsburgh)
*security guards present from 10:00 PM to 5:00 AM

ITINERARY CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE

REVISED: JAC - 7/7/2016

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4TH
7:30 AM

Group wake-up call

8:15 AM

Full American breakfast at hotel

9:15 AM

Depart hotel

10:00 – 12:00 PM

Frick Art & Historical Center
The Frick Pittsburgh is a museum located on five acres of beautifully landscaped lawns and gardens in the
city’s historic East End. Tour the Henry Clay Frick family home, Clayton – one of the best preserved Gilded
Age mansions in America…enjoy masterpieces of European art and changing exhibitions in the art museum
and explore the collection of historic cars and carriages.
*activities include the Car and Carriage Museum, the Frick Art Museum and Clayton (home of Henry Clay Frick)

12:30 – 3:00 PM

Carnegie Museum of Natural History
Founded in 1895 by Andrew Carnegie, the Carnegie Museum of Natural History conducts scientific inquiry
that creates knowledge and promotes stewardship of Earth and its life; builds strategic collections to
preserve evidence of that knowledge; and engages students in the excitement of scientific discovery about
the evolutionary, environmental and cultural processes that shape the diversity of our world and its
inhabitants.
BUS 1 – lunch @ 12:45 PM (Fossil Fuels Café)
BUS 2 – lunch @ 1:15 PM (Fossil Fuels Café)

3:00 PM

Depart for Columbus, OH

6:45 PM

Approximate arrival at Hastings Middle School

HOTEL CONTACT INFORMATION
Sheraton Pittsburgh
1160 Thorn Run Road / Coraopolis, PA 15108 – P: (412) 375.5162
This tour itinerary is produced as a guideline only. It is subject to change depending on confirmations of specific timed tour requests and any other last minute changes by Hastings Middle School. Discovery Tours
will make the final decision to facilitate the operation of the tour. Due to increased security measures, it is strongly advised that each attendee have a picture ID available at all times.

REVISED: JAC - 7/7/2016

BUSES 3-5

PITTSBURGH, PA
Hastings Middle School
Travel Itinerary
November 3-4, 2016
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD
6:15 AM

Departure from Hastings Middle School

6:15 – 10:00 AM

Drive to Pittsburgh, PA

10:00 – 12:00 PM

Cathedral of Learning (Nationality Class Rooms) – tour confirmed @ 10:15 AM
The Cathedral of Learning is the second tallest education building in the world. It is also the
geographic and traditional heart of the University of Pittsburgh campus. The Nationality Rooms are
expressions of timeless human values. Inspiration flows from such varied sources as Athens in the time of
Pericles, a palace hall in Beijing's Forbidden City, an ancient monastic Indian university, flowers that
grow in Czech and Slovak valleys, a 6th century oratory from Ireland's Golden Age, an Asante temple
courtyard in Ghana, London's House of Commons and the intimate hearth-centered life of America's
early New Englanders.

12:15 – 2:00 PM

Carnegie Science Center
Bus 3-5 – brown bag lunch @ 12:15 PM
Bus 3-5 will meet @ gift shop @ 2:00 PM for walk over to Gateway Clipper (Heinz Field – North Shore)
Carnegie Science Center is dedicated to inspiring learning and curiosity by connecting science and
technology with everyday life. Four floors of hands-on exhibits are designed to teach specific concepts
that relate to your school’s curriculum, offering open-ended experiences that allow students to discover the
science hidden behind the fun.

2:30 – 3:30 PM

Gateway Clipper boat cruise (boards @ 2:15 PM)

3:45 – 5:00 PM

Sportsworks
Few subjects excite students more than the wide world of sports and that world provides infinite
connections to physics, technology and biology. That excitement has been transformed into the world’s
largest science-of-sport exhibition. At 35,000 square feet, SportsWorks offers over 40 exhibits and more than
60 interactive experiences designed to challenge your mind and body.

5:15 – 6:45 PM
TIME PERMITTING

Duquesne Incline
Point State Park
Point State Park, located at the confluence of three rivers, is at the tip of Pittsburgh’s “Golden Triangle.” The
park commemorates and preserves the strategic and historic heritage of the area during the French and
Indian War (1754-1763).

7:15 – 8:30 PM

Dinner at the Spaghetti Warehouse

9:00 PM

Hotel check-in (Sheraton Pittsburgh)
*security guards present from 10:00 PM to 5:00 AM

ITINERARY CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE

REVISED: JAC - 7/7/2016

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4TH
7:30 AM

Group wake-up call

8:15 AM

Full American breakfast at hotel

9:15 AM

Depart hotel

10:00 – 12:30 PM

Carnegie Museum of Natural History
BUS 3 – lunch @ 10:45 AM (Fossil Fuels Café)
BUS 4 – lunch @ 11:15 AM (Fossil Fuels Café)
BUS 5 – lunch @ 11:45 AM (Fossil Fuels Café)
Founded in 1895 by Andrew Carnegie, the Carnegie Museum of Natural History conducts scientific inquiry
that creates knowledge and promotes stewardship of Earth and its life; builds strategic collections to
preserve evidence of that knowledge; and engages students in the excitement of scientific discovery about
the evolutionary, environmental and cultural processes that shape the diversity of our world and its
inhabitants.

1:00 – 3:00 PM

Frick Art & Historical Center
The Frick Pittsburgh is a museum located on five acres of beautifully landscaped lawns and gardens in the
city’s historic East End. Tour the Henry Clay Frick family home, Clayton – one of the best preserved Gilded
Age mansions in America…enjoy masterpieces of European art and changing exhibitions in the art museum
and explore the collection of historic cars and carriages.
*activities include the Car and Carriage Museum, the Frick Art Museum and Clayton (home of Henry Clay Frick)

3:00 PM

Depart for Columbus, OH

6:45 PM

Approximate arrival at Hastings Middle School

HOTEL CONTACT INFORMATION
Sheraton Pittsburgh
1160 Thorn Run Road / Coraopolis, PA 15108 – P: (412) 375.5162
This tour itinerary is produced as a guideline only. It is subject to change depending on confirmations of specific timed tour requests and any other last minute changes by Hastings Middle School. Discovery Tours
will make the final decision to facilitate the operation of the tour. Due to increased security measures, it is strongly advised that each attendee have a picture ID available at all times.

REVISED: JAC - 7/7/2016

